
John Tyler has worked in nature conservation for over 
thirty years, first with the Ecological Parks Trust creating 
urban nature reserves for children to experience wildlife at 
first hand and then as the Warden of the Sevenoaks Wildlife 
Reserve in Kent, 135 acres of wetland and woodland where 
he created and managed habitats and guided schools and 
adult groups around the reserve. He has a particular 
fondness for Glow-worms. As well as wildlife, his interests 
include photography, prehistory, carving and coracles. 

 
 
Talks are fully illustrated with colour slides and typically 
last between 45 and 60 minutes, but I can adjust the timing 
to suit. More details of each talk are available on my website 
and I come complete with all the necessary projection 
equipment. 
 

Fee:   £60 plus 50p per mile. 
 
Guided Walks: I also run Glow-worm Walks during the 
summer and am happy to organize Wildlife Walks for clubs, 
societies and school groups. For more details, or to book a 
walk, please visit my website or contact me. 
 
 

Address:    John Tyler 
          5 Woodfield 
          Lacey Green 
          Bucks HP27 0QQ 
 
Telephone:  07814 392335 
 
E-mail:        johnclarketyler@gmail.com 
 
Website:      www.johntyler.co.uk 

 

 
 

   Wildlife Talks 

 

   John Tyler 



1.   Life in a Nutshell 
      Discovering the world of small things. 
 

2.   The Island of Crabs 
      Life on a speck in the Indian Ocean. 
 

3.   In the Forests of Borneo 
      The plants, animals and people of a disappearing  
       rainforest. 
 

4.   Australia 
      A journey to the heart of the world’s largest island. 
 

5.   Volcanoes and Dragons 
      Exploring the islands of  Indonesia. 
 

6.   The Changing Wildlife of the Chilterns 
      A hundred million years in an hour! 
 

7.   The Ridgeway 
      The history, prehistory and natural history of one of 
      Europe’s oldest roads. 
 

8.   The Lost Forest of Bernwood 
      The wildlife and workings of an ancient Royal Forest. 
 

9.   The Forgotten River 
      The life of the River Thame, from source to mouth, the Stone  
      Age to the present. 
 

10.   The Glow-worm 
      The strange life of a magical but seldom seen creature. 
 

11.   The World of Insects 
        The most successful animals on Earth? 
 

12.   The World of Fungi 
        An introduction to a fascinating Kingdom.  
 

13.   The World of Plants 
        How they live, what they do and why we need them. 

  14.   Wetland Wildlife 
          Life below the surface. 
 

  15.   Woodland Wildlife 
          The ever-changing life of an English wood. 
 

  16.   Trees and People 
          An ancient partnership. 
 

  17.   Making Space for Wildlife 
          Encouraging nature in your garden. 
 

  18.   Animal Architecture 
          Nature’s builders and their homes. 
 

  19.   Natural Signals 
          How plants and animals communicate (and what  
           they’re saying). 
 

  20.   The Seasons 
          A year in the English countryside. 
 

  21.   The Countryside in Spring 
          The season when the countryside comes to life. 
 

  22.   The Countryside in Summer 
          Wildlife’s busiest season. 
 

  23.   The Countryside in Autumn 
          The season of fungi, fruit and fog. 
 

  24.   The Countryside in Winter 
          The wildlife that thrives in even the most challenging  
          conditions. 
 

  25.   Reading the Countryside 
      Learning more from a walk; what to look for and  
      what it means. 


